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Abstract 
The elementary manipulation of series is applied to obtain a quite general transformation i volving hypergeometfic 
functions. Hypergeometric identifies not previously recorded in the literature are then deduced by means of Gauss's 
summation theorem and other hypergeometric summation theorems. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
Identities involving hypergeometric series have various applications including in series systems of 
symbolic computer algebraic manipulation. Summation formulae for hypergeometric series are ap- 
plied to a relation obtained by the elementary manipulation of series. In what follows, the Pochham- 
mer symbol (o,n)= F(o + n)/F(o) will be used, and any values of parameters leading to results 
which do not make sense will be tacitly excluded. Indices of summation are taken to run over all 
of the nonnegative integers. 
Consider the double series (assumed to be absolutely convergent or terminating) 
S = ~ [(d, m + n)(e, m + n)xm+"ymCm]/[(f, 2m + n)m!n!] (1.1) 
/?/,n 
and replace n by N - m. Hence, 
S = ~ [(d,N)(e,N)xNymCm]/[(f,N + m)m!(N - m)!]. (1.2) 
m,n 
Put 
C,, = [(91, m)... (9G, m)]/[(hl, m)... (htt, m)] (1.3) 
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and equate Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). After re-arrangement with a slight change of notation, we have 
Y~ [(gbn)...  (06 ,n) (d ,n) (e ,n)x"y" ] / [ (hbn) . . .  (h l4 ,n) ( f  ,2n)n!]2Fl[d + n,e + n; f + 2n;x] 
n 
= Y~ [(d,n)(e,n)x"]/[(f ,n)n!]c+lFH+l[Oh...  ,9c,--n; hi . . . .  ,hmf  + n ; -y ] .  (1.4) 
n 
This is a special case of a result given by Slater [2, p. 60] and obtained by other means. 
Put x = 1, and sum the inner hypergeometric function on the left by means of Gauss's summation 
theorem [2, Appendix III]. It then takes the form 
[ / ' i f  + 2n)/ ' ( f  - d - e ) ] / [ r ( f  - d + n) r ( f  - e + n)] 
=[r ( f ) r ( f  - d - e ) ] / [ r ( f  - d ) r ( f  - e)] × ( f ,2n) / [ ( f  - d,n) ( f  - e ,n) ] .  (1.5) 
Hence obtain the formula 
[ r (  f ) r (  f - d - e)/[F( f - d) r (  f - e)] 
[(gl,n)... (9c, n ) (d ,n) (e ,n)y" ] / [ (h l ,n ) . . .  (hl4,n)( f - d ,n)(  f - e,n)n!] 
n 
= [(d,n)(e,n)]/[(f ,n)n!]6+lFn+l[9~,.. .  ,96 , -n ;  h i , . . .  ,hn , f  + n ; -y ] .  (1.6) 
The generalized hypergeometric function given by 
AFs[al , . . .aA;bl , . . .  ,bs;x] --- ~ [(al, n)...(aA,n)xn]/[(bl,n)... (bs, n)n[] (1.7) 
n 
has been discussed at great length by numerous authors such as Slater [2] and Exton [1], where 
many of its properties including convergence of its series representation (1.7) are treated. 
If the inner hypergeometric function on the right of (1.6) is summed in closed form, then a 
hypergeometric identity of the type sought results. In this paper, the following summation theorems 
are used:- 
4F3[a , 1 + a/2,b, -n ;  a/2, 1 + a - b, 1 + a + n; 1] 
:[(1 + a,n)(1/2 + a/2 - b,n)]/[(1/2 + a/2,n)(1 + a - b,n)], (1.8) 
5F4[a, 1 +a/2 ,b ,c , -n ;a /2 ,1  +a-b ,  1 +a-c ,  1 +a+n;  1] 
:[(1 + a,n)(1 + a-  b -  c,n)]/[(1 + a -  b,n)(1 + a-  c,n)]. (1.9) 
These expressions are listed in [2, Appendix III]. 
2. Hypergeometric transformations 
The following transformation is obtained in some detail and another esult deduced similarly is 
stated without proof. In (1.6), put G = 4, H = 3 and y =-1  when the inner hypergeometric function 
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becomes 
5F4 [g l, g2, g3, g4, -n ;  hi, h2, h3, f + n; 1 ], (2.1) 
which can be summed by (1.9) as 
[(1 + a,n)(1 + a - b -  c ,n) ] / [ (1  + a -  b,n)(1 + a-  c,n)] ,  (2.2) 
provided that gl = a, g2 = 1 + a/2, g3 = b, g4 = c, hi = a/2, h2 = 1 + a - b, h3 = 1 + a - c and f = 1 + a. 
On substituting these results into (1.6), after a little algebra, we obtain the expression 
[F(1 + a)F(1 + a - d - e ) ] / [F (1  + a - d)F(1 + a - e)] 
x 6Fs[a, 1 +a/2 ,b ,c ,d ,e ;a /2 ,1  +a-b ,  1 +a-c , l  +a-d ,  1 +a-  e ; -1 ]  
=3F2[d ,e ,  1 +a-b -c ;1  +a-b ,  1 +a-  c; 1]. (2.3) 
This is a transformation of a well-poised 6F5(-1 ) series into a Clausen function of unit argument 
which has not previously been recorded in the literature. If a = b + c -  1, an expression equivalent 
to (111.12) of Slater [2] is recovered. 
The following result can be obtained similarly using (1.8) and is statedwithout proof 
IF(1 + a)F(1 + a - d - e ) ] / [F ( l  + a - d)F(1 + a - e)] 
x 5Fa[a, 1 +a/2 ,b ,d ,e ;a /2 ,1  +a-b ,  1 +a-d ,  1 +a-  e ; -1 ]  
=3F2[d ,e ,  1/2 + a/2 - b; 1/2 + a/2, 1 + a - b; 1]. (2.4) 
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